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About This Game

The game "Dead Dust" take place in the Wild West saturated with cowboy romance, gunpower smell, endless prairies and crazy
gunfights of course. The main character, a tireless bounty hunter with name Shlango receives a letter from an influential person,
who have his own many Saloons over all Wild West. In the letter this man wrote that his daughter was kidnapped, and he need
help to save her. But this work will be very difficult, because our path will lie through the land of the Indians. It is great that

Shlango have fearless friends who are ready to ride the horses in every second and go on an incredible journey.
Choose a hero and run through crowds of enemies. You need to stay alive on each of the difficult levels, where you will meet
many angry Indians, bandits and even aliens with plasma weapons. Collect loot on your way, discover the secrets and talk with

barmens who selling different equipment that help you win your enemies.
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REALY, I HATE THIS CAM!. Waste of money. Not needed.. Game is awesome, especially for early access. Hundreds of
damn zombie games out there, rarely you get to be a zombie, but never do you get to control a hoard! Finally that day has come.
Simple game, but the controls are a bit strange. The controller buttons seem unresposive, with a controller. This is annoying
when the game says press this button to skip the cimenatic cut scene, or use these buttons to perform this action. Other than that,
it's decent. I view this as a fun and enjoyable game, however all actions take up staminia, so sometimes it's a real drag trying to
kill the enemies within the arena. Most of the time, I am just running along the outer edge as it goes up.. I mean as a
scandinavian how could I NOT buy these. High quality and really well made as always from SCS.. Nice scrolling shooter,
perfect for anyone looking for a challenge\/. Any game that crashes like this is not worth buying. We should get our money back
until they can fix the problems.

It started off well, but the game crashing ruins the entire gameplay.

4\/10. I have a couple of their older CD's but I'm not a what you'd call a "fan", so this review has nothing to do with the band.

There are a few problems as others have noted:

* Escape quits the game without warning.
* It's hard to aim magic.
* Some actions require the use of the mouse, like dialogs and using a potion (?).
* There's no map of the areas.
* It's mostly "hit and run" fighting with no dodging or blocking.

But all that doesn't matter because it's just plain fun. The areas are fun to explore, it's fun to scramble after coins showering out
of chests, and fun to run through the spikey logs and acid spewing statues.

The repeatable bonus stages seem to be where you make most of the money so make sure to find the 3 bats in each area to open
them up.

Edit: I finished it on normal in about 5.8 hours. Nightmare mode looks interesting enough to replay it and find the few
collectibles I missed.
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The Druid face does not appear in the game collector icon, therefore you cannot fill up your profile with these hot and salty
memes. Cannot reccomend.. Purchased this in steam sales. I have been looking for a media player to run all my music &
movies. This so far is ticking all the right boxes. I was running VLC for my media and old school winamp for my music. So far
Zoom Player is looking like a winner!. You guys would be better off just getting the free mobile version rather than this one.

I recently encountered a bug that completely ruined my game by filling my pack with hats whenever I restart my game, causing
there to be no space ever.
13 was the peak player amount in the last month, I've sent at least 5 tickets to the official support for this game in the last 2
weeks, and I haven't been responded to at all by the horrible company. You can tell when a game is flushed out when the
singular person checking the tickets can't monitor 13 people playing the game, and just the game having 13 players in general.
Steam has completely denied any refund request I've sent despite me having to deal with something that isn't even remotely
either mine or valve's fault, and upon further research it seems that this game has completely gone out of development,
Kongregate has abandoned this game, which could have had eight times the potential that the games they are funding now
currently has. This could have been a fun game if it wasn't being developed under someone's basement out of some circuit-
board kit 22cans found in their parents retirement home. And thinking back on it now, the games Kongregate has funded are
horrible compared to the possible potential of this game.

In short: No you shouldn't get this game because it's free on mobile, a lot less buggy on there, actual support, a forum of it's
own, a discord server of it's own, microtransactions and watchable adds that you can literally skip and still get rewards for
watching despite not even giving the company money. No matter how you cry to Steam about something that isn't your fault at
all, they will still let you know that just because you didn't get your full satisfaction of a game you couldn't even complete
because of the buggy-ness of the developers programming skills they learned on scratch.io or something stupid like that, and on
top of that you have over 2 hours so hooray you can't get your money back from a potential scam that is literally the same on
mobile except it's better in all ways, including the stuff I listed above. On top of that it is potentially a better game on Mobile
and it's free on there too! And easier! And more fun as well! But horrible samsung tablets can't run things that take less than a
gigabyte somehow like this. Also revising this again, I realized that wasn't as short as I wanted to be and how short I said it
would be.

In short for real: No don't get it, you will never finish it because of bugs and it is NOT worth your 15 dollars you probably
wasted before reading this review.. This game seems like it has potential to be a fun challenging game but as of right now it's
basically not playable. The character moves too quickly to accurately control and it's hard to tell eaxctly where the character is.
It seems like if you enter a space occupied by anything even a wall you die, even if you didn't directly hit the object itself. I
wasn't able to play for very long as it is just too frustrating. I don't mind a challenging game as long as it's well thought out and
balanced, but when a game is challenging because of poor design or intentionally bad controls then thats a real problem and
major fault with the game. When I first saw the game it looked like it was going to be a lot of fun but I couldnt get past the first
corner of the second level because it seems like if you go even one pixle to the left or right you die. Overall I'd have to say if
this game had more balanced controls like moving square by square or the character moved slower then this game might be
playable but as of right now I don't think it is. It seems rushed and feels like it was just made to make money and not to
entertain people or give then a fun experience.

I wrote the above before I had played the game for more than 5 minutes. After palying it for 7 minutes of total time I noticed a
lot of glitches. When i booted the game back up it didnt save my progress and when i beat level 1 again it unlocked only level
11. Within level 11 there was a graphical glitch where there looked to be a slanted circle just covering up the exit and when I
managed to get to it I just died. So I would have to say this game is beyond unplayable and by no means whould anyone buy this
game. I got it with a discount for a badge I got and feel very ripped off.. It great ! Love the new armor. A great app that really
has already in the space of a day given me a better undertanding of setup and made the whole process of finding that base set-up
an easy process.

One word to the wise is that the Android version was better for me since I could just have the app open beside me as I lapped
and pitted etc. The functionality on both versions, PC and Android, are identical.. The game is old and the navigation of the
characters are a pain sometimes, but this excellent story is worth all the troubles. Bravo Frogwares,. I had hoped the view was
more first person but this is still a bit of fun if you want a sit down. Slower pace of play to the stand up room scale game.. I like
this game. It's really cool how you can create and customize your char. I like how you can play a male or female char. There
were alot of cool clothes and crazy hair styles to choose from. I especially enjoyed the monkey mask :) The music was really
enjoyable in all the different parts of the game. I found the art work to be really unique and good. There is alot of missing parts
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in the city still. I really hope the team can update this because it's massive and really nice to explore....just needs more content. It
would also be great if you could interact with the people walking around the city. I played a match of soccer and it was fun I
have no suggestions for soccer.. 1-10 i give it a solid 1. Game is trash only 15 levels and if ur looking for just a lil bit of stratagy
it not here. u have 3 units to choose from Axe Spear Bow. Just use the Axe guys you will beat the game in 8min. No content
what so ever just a money Grab.
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